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Timeline of research:

BCTF (1999);
5% V/YR
43% H /YR

OSSTF (2005)
60% LT

Our study:
The 2017-2018 Violence against
Educators Survey
APA (2011)
80% H/ LT
44% V/ LT;

Wilson
(2011)

80% H/ LT
28% V/ LT;

OECTA, 2017
60% LT

• Conducted between the 4th and 21st of December 2018
• 1,688 educators participated
• Participants were representative of educators in general, with respect to
gender, age, years of service, region.
• 70 in-depth interviews with teachers and key-informants conducted by
Chris Bruckert between May and June 2018
• Surveyed a broad range of types of workplace harassment (e.g., slurs,
insults, and put-downs) and violence (e.g., physical attacks, attempts and
threats from multiple sources.
• overall frequency and worst incident in the past school year

UO (2019)
;

CTF (2019);
40-90% V/LT

ETFO (2018)
70% witnessed
V / LT
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Frequency of harassment and violence
Student
N

M

Parent
SD
8.01

N
595

M
2.77

Colleague
SD
3.97

N
350

M
3.98

Administrator
SD
5.27

N
273

M
4.21

SD

Insults, put-downs, gestures

1042

8.53

Jokes or innuendo that demean

847

7.28

7.51

445

2.58

3.51

519

3.71

5.23

344

3.88

5.34

Authority, expertise disrespected

1117

10.95

8.39

818

3.47

4.86

579

4.12

5.74

597

4.65

6.18

5.86

Being ‘ganged up’ on

332

Threats of false accusations

4.72

6.13

145

2.21

3.31

181

4.07

5.47

164

4.50

6.10

397

3.48

4.84

249

2.29

3.30

190

3.72

5.29

150

4.49

6.34

Actual false accusations

302

3.01

4.53

247

2.02

3.04

193

3.33

4.99

148

4.55

6.28

Use of physical force

10

4.20

6.39

10

1.60

1.26

0

.

.

6

2.00

1.55

An attempt to use physical force

698

6.78

7.46

10

2.90

6.01

7

2.86

3.76

5

1.60

1.34

A threat to use physical force

578

6.52

7.39

59

1.31

0.91

17

1.71

1.31

16

2.19

2.64

“These [individual incidents]
don’t sound that bad in writing,
however the constant worry
about where fault would be
found despite my best efforts
took a serious toll on me last
year.”

“Told by administrator to repeat
their exact words. Told I could
not leave until it was word for
word the same. There was
yelling involved in a demeaning
manner. I was forced to do it
four times.”

“While I didn’t experience any violence in 2017-18, a student grabbed my
breast and refused to let go. This was part of a game among a bunch of
students to garner points for sexually explicit touching which the principal
knew about and did nothing to stop or address.”
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Who is at heightened risk for harassment?

Who is at heightened risk for violence?
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Heightened risk of reprisal:

“Too many too include all: Non-support when students are
name-calling using racial slurs directed towards me or belittling
of the incident by admin by claiming it is silly’.”
Heteronormativity

“It's the constant thing in my head. That they [admin] are
basically, for lack of a better word, academically lynching.”
Nationalism

“I am a female person of colour [my administrator] did not feel
I was competent.”

Colonization

Neoliberal capitalism
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Patriarchy

Interlocking
systems of
oppression
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Impact: What the numbers say
Table 2: Relationship between total amount of harassment and violence and variable
assessing impact on health, well-being.

Harassment negatively affected ... my physical health

Impact:
What do the
numbers say?

Total amount of
harassment and verbal
violence

Total amount
of physical violence

0.43***

Harassment negatively affected ... my mental health

0.41***

Harassment negatively affected ... my ability to do my job

0.42***

Harassment negatively affected ... the learning environment of the classroom

0.36***

Violence - affected my physical health

0.42***

Violence - affected my mental health

0.45***

Violence - affected my ability to do my job

0.42***

Violence - affected the learning environment of the classroom
Overall mental health, in the last month?

0.45***
-0.26***

-0.09**

Overall physical health, in the last month?

-0.25***

-0.11**

Overall performance at your job over the past year?

-0.25***

-0.08**

Note: *** p < 0.0001; ** p < 0.001
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Missed Days of work and associated costs

If we extrapolate to all members …

Worst case of harassment:

Worst case of physical violence:

Of the 989 individuals who reported
a significant incident of harassment
in the 2017-2018 school year, 249
individuals (25.1%) reported
taking time off.

Of the 703 individuals who reported
a significant incident of physical
violence in the 2017-2018 school
year, 135 individuals (19.2%)
reported taking time off.

In our survey, approximately 50% reported that they experienced a worst
incident of physical violence and some 70% reported that they experienced
a worst incident of harassment or verbal violence.

The mean number of days off work
for the 249 individuals was 6.84
(SD=7.54). Using the per diem rate
of $143.57, the cost associated with
hiring a replacement teacher is
$985.39.

The mean number of days off work
for the 135 individuals was 5.18
(SD=6.86). Using the per diem rate
of $143.57, the cost associated with
hiring a replacement teacher is
$743.91.

Let’s assume a low rate of exposure to harassment and violence - just 10%.
That would still involve some 8000 educators in any given year.
If we assume that 25% of those take time off, then 2000 educators would
be expected to take an average of 6.84 days of work at a cost of $1,652.31,
amounting to over $3 million dollars in costs associated with days off
work.
It is important to keep in mind that this estimates a very low rate of
exposure to just harassment and only estimates the costs associated with
just a single incident in a single year.
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“Our
administration
tends to ask staff what
we did to make the
child mad. That's why I
don't bother.”

RIPPLES AND REVERBERATIONS
“It is impossible to teach when you have to evacuate the class on
a daily (and often several times daily) basis. Students need to
feel safe at school, but if there is that one volatile student in their
class, poof, they no longer have that sense of security. Violence
begets violence.”

“Principal told me that there
is no TA support available in
our Board. She told me that
we were doing a ‘good job’.
When I asked what we
should do when he becomes
violent. She couldn’t give me
an answer. She just looked at
me and repeated that we
were doing a good job.”

“I have so much love and respect for my students but my
inability to meet so many high needs is literally going to kill me
from stress”
“The children almost have their own terror threat level everyday
and we don’t have to wonder what this kind of daily anxiety in a
7-year-old can lead to. […] I would just hate to see the report you
do not look at the huge impact violence has on the other kids and
the snowball effect that may ensue!!!!”
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“Things just get worse
the more I speak up.”

“Over the past few
years,
the
school
administration role has
changed from one of
instructional leader, a
supporter of students
and
staff,
to
a
managerial role.”
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Summary & Comment:
Rates of violence are extremely high – over 50% in the last year.
Rates of violence have increased dramatically – 7-fold in the past 20 years.
Educators face multiple sources of harassment – students, parents, staff & admin
Forms of harassment are evolving – “ganged up on” & “false accusations”
The experience of violence and harassment is not isolated, but ongoing

Part 2:
How did we get here?

Higher rates among designated groups – e.g., disabled, racialized, LGBTQ.
The cost is significant – health, mental health, job performance & cost and
days off work, family, student learning…
There is a substantial failure to report (almost 50%).
There is a tendency to blame rather support educators faced with violence.
There are significant and systemic barriers to reporting a substantial failure to
report (e.g., fear or reprisal, lack of support, not seen as significant).
The impact of harassment and violence are equitable.
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The math
of a crisis
All day 2-year
kindergarten
2010

“Education for
all”
2005

Shift away
from strict
zero tolerance
2007

Pads and
phones
become
ubiquitous

“Learning
for all”
2013

2018
54%

Emerging
local/
regional
needs

Economic
downturn
2008

Increased
mental health
needs
EQAO

Education
and health
cuts 1995

Principals
become
Admin
1997

Psychological Perspective

Factors affecting
frustration:
- lack of skill
- lack of effort
- lack of desired results
- inability to postpone
gratification
- expectation of immediate
gratification
- high and excessive work
loads
- high and excessive
expectations
- fear of repercussion in
not obtaining results
- inequality (real and
perceived)
- chronic unfavourable
comparison with others
- mental health difficulties
- lack of social emotional
skills to deal with and
express frustration in an
appropriate manner

mandated
1997

Frustration
(negative feeling
associated with
not achieving a
desired goal)

Anger

Violence

(feelings or
behaviour)

(intent to harm
or injure)

- goal driven/reactionary/retaliatory?
- expectations
- social emotional skills
- effective consequences

1980
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Taking action
Long-term

Address population level
disparities
Social justice action

Part 3:
What do we do
about it?

Equity work
Challenge systems of
oppression
• Patriarchy
• Colonization
• Neoliberalism
Challenge austerity
rhetoric

Change in how think about
violence and how we
intervene
Education funding
Distribution of resources
Health and community
supports
Address vulnerability of
designated groups
Ongoing research

Immediate-term

Minimize harm and support
those who have been
harmed.
- recognize that that this is
a crisis that is escalating
- increased mental health
support for educators
who have been affected
- rigorously enforce existing
policies
- increased support for
administrators (for
consequenting behaviour)
- Increased support for
educators
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Medium-term
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“Why is it taking so long for the general public to realize how physically and
emotionally unsafe our schools have become? Principals have their hands tied
by bureaucratic crap and superintendents who are unwilling to walk the walk.”

A dirty little secret
…. when did working in a
classroom become a job that
demands Kevlar and danger
pay? (Hamilton Spectator)

Mobilizing
for change
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